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Elementix® express

Project:

St Mary’s School, Longbenton, Newcastle-upon-Tyne

Architect: Parsons Brinckerhoff
Products: Elementix® Express Natural Cream & Leicester Multi Cream Stock

Elementix® express

express

Simon Hatcher, who was the project architect at Parsons
Brinckerhoff, decided early in the project that brick would
form the majority of the external facades, with linear
fenestration and a very limited palette of colours and
materials to create a simple but imposing overall appearance.
Ibstock’s Elementix rainscreen cladding system was selected to clad the
main sports hall at the front of the building and the 6th form area at the
rear. The cost-effective aluminium frame system, clad with large format
brick tiles, provides a durable weatherproof finish that contrasts with the
traditional format brickwork. Elementix Express Natural Cream was chosen,
as the tile colour exactly matched the subtle cream finish of the Leicester
Multi Cream Stock used throughout the front and rear of the main
structure, creating an almost monochromatic colour scheme.

IBSTOCK

EXPLORE
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express
Rainscreen cladding just got easier…
Elementix® express has been engineered with the installer in mind to ensure ease and speed of construction.
The range of natural colours and surface finishes adds definition and detailing to a façade in an instant.

Standard colours

Elementix® express

There is a range of 5 natural fired-clay colours. They provide a selection of bold finishes
which radiates the depth of colour and warmth only possible from fired ceramics.

Natural Finish | Red

5220

Natural Finish | Brown

5223

Natural Finish | Blue

5221

Natural Finish | Grey

5224

Elementix® express key features
• Quick and easy to install
• Minimal components for cost-effectiveness
• Matches Fireborn® Natural colours and
Forticrete® Medici® finishes
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• Damaged tiles are easily replaced
Natural Finish | Cream

5222

• T ested to CWCT (Centre for Window
and Cladding Technology) Standard
• Manufactured in the UK
• Maintenance free
• Flexibility of tile size

Project:

Llandrillo College, Rhos on Sea, Conwy

Architect: JIG Architectural Ltd

navy blue
iodine

Product:	
Elementix® express Natural Finish I Red
royal blue
mid blue
blue bird
sky blue
conifer
jade
bottle green
buckingham

mint
aqua marine
garland
lime
lemon

Elementix® express

copper

toffee
plum
dark salmon
nectarine
black

Sizes
The length can be finished to any size within the standard dimensions at no extra cost as the tiles are cut after firing.

conker
pewter
dark grey
light grey
antique white
white
cream
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Elementix® express

Colours & finishes
Artform colours

Granito™

Shot-blasted

Used to give the appearance and look of smooth natural stone.

Combining the sparkle of a granite finish with environmental benefits.

Masonry shot-blasted creating a more weathered appeal.

Etched Finish

Burnished Venezia™

Polished Florentine®

A fine textured finish with a natural stone appearance.

A subtly burnished finish bringing out all the deeply embedded
beauty of the natural aggregates. Ideal for projects where
reduced glare is a consideration.

Highly polished to create affordable broad expanses of reflective,
decorative walling or in combination with other Elementix Express
products to provide impressive highlights.

Artform colours

Shot-blasted

Portland

Diamond

Sandstone

Bath

Ivory

Damson

Granito™

Sports Green®

Spruce

Dark

Yorkstone

Pewter
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Burnished Venezia™

Polished Florentine®

Ivory

Ivory

Ivory

Sports Green®

Sports Green®

Sports Green®

Yorkstone

Yorkstone

Yorkstone

Sandstone

Sandstone

Sandstone

Damson

Damson

Damson

Spruce

Spruce

Spruce

Elementix® express

Etched finish
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Pewter

Pewter

Pewter

Glazed colours

Elementix® express

Real ceramic glazes ensure unmatched vibrancy and durability. Our unique
expertise with glazing means that virtually any colour can be produced.

White

London White

Copper

Yellow

Burgundy

Blue

Green

Black
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Psychiatric Intensive Care Unit, Gloucester

Architect: Quattro Design
Product:	
Elementix® express: Copper

Elementix® express

Project:

Silver
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Cobalt

